SYMON FOR NETAPP

Powerful monitoring plugin for ONTAP-based NetApp FAS storage systems. They can be used for 7-Mode as well as for cluster mode (cDOT) and offer a variety of checks to securely monitor systems and receive real-time alerts in case of failure.

Our purpose built bundles consist of sets of preselected checks to offer an individual but still comprehensive solution.

Our plugins are continuously refined, improved and supplemented with new features. Consequently, you will always work with the most up-to-date product and you can rely safely on your monitoring.

SYMON BUNDLES - TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS

The COMPLETE bundle consists of all available checks and offers the full set of features. You can also choose out of these single bundles:

» BASE - The Base Bundle comprises a basic collection of checks for monitoring hardware, disks, shelves, volumes and network interfaces.

» ADVANCED - The Advanced Bundle contains checks for a more detailed monitoring of clusters, LUNs, volumes and V servers. In addition, it allows monitoring of disk path redundancies, RAIDs and interface groups.

» PERFORMANCE - The Performance Bundle offers tools for monitoring various performance indicators and creating trends for the identification of potential shortages.

» METROCLUSTER - The MetroCluster Bundle contains checks for monitoring MC-specific values and alerts in case of abnormalities.

DIG DEEPER AT www.symon-monitoring.com
WHY SYMON?

» integrated view of all systems
» freely definable level of detail
» individual adaptations possible
» scalable solutions for any enterprise

» further processing of data on an individual basis (trending, reporting, history, visualisation)
» integration into different monitoring platforms

SUPPORTED MONITORING SYSTEMS

» OP5
» Nagios Core
» Nagios XI
» MK check
» Open IT Cockpit
» Icinga
» Watchbox

COMBINED MONITORING EXPERTISE

» knows important parameters
» thresholds for guaranteeing complete monitoring
» provides reliable support

» defines SLAs
» provides specifications
» expert in IT infrastructure, design and architecture

» system knowledge
» monitoring experience
» professional and close corporation

» understands how systems are integrated
» reacts flexibly to changes
» comprehensive know-how

» develops plugins
» flexible
» many years of experience

SUBSCRIPTION

» 1 subscription for complete environment
» Vendor aligned tiering model
» Only the highest tier level is licensed
» Flexible tier upgrades

CONTACT

Do you have any questions? Contact us!

info@symon-monitoring.com
www.symon-monitoring.com
+43 1 5810 5820

Währinger Straße 12/9
A 1090 Vienna | Austria

www.symon-monitoring.com